
Behavior Notice 
To the parents of _____________________________________      Date: ___________________ 

I know that you are interested in your child’s classroom behavior.  This note is my way of letting you know that 

the following behavior occurred today and needs to be addressed at home before the problem becomes more 

serious or continues to disrupt others. Please feel free to call me if you have any questions.  

Thank you for your support!  

Mrs. Brigger  

 

Please sign and return tomorrow: _______________________________________ 

 

 Not following morning time procedures. (unpack, turn in homework/notes, get books ready on desk for 

reading, attendance/lunch count, breakfast, in seat when bell rings) 

 Interrupts class discussions and or class activities. (We want everyone to be able to hear) 

 Not participating in class. (Students must participate to learn) 

 Talking when the teacher is talking. (When the teacher is talking the students must listen) 

 Using words that hurt another person’s feelings. (Unkind words are never tolerated) 

 Not keeping hand/feet to him or herself.  

 Not doing their best work/not completing assignments.  

 Not following directions the first time they are given.  

 Wasting time by not moving from one activity to another in a timely manner.  

 Talking or walking incorrectly in line. (We walk in a straight line, hands to ourselves, and no talking.) 

 Was spoken to about behavior in music, art, gym, library, cafeteria, or an assembly.  

 Not following directions on the computers. 

 Yelling in the classroom. (We use inside voices) 

 Running in the classroom (We always use walking feet inside) 

 Misbehaving in the bathroom. 

 Out of assigned area. (We never go anywhere without the teacher’s permission.) 

 Brought an inappropriate object to school. (We do not allow students to bring in toys or make-up from 

home.) 

 Other: _____________________________________________________________ 


